Michael & Alexa’s Wish List

Ancient Rome Tour

$75.00 per person

Jump into Roman history and discover with an expert guide the "Anfiteatro Flavio", the Colosseum: the largest
amphitheater not only in the Eternal City, but in the world! Choose this tour if you'd like to be free to reach the
Archaeological area by your own and get the most complete tour of the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill.
Access the Palatine Hill with no line and discover the hill where Rome was founded at the beginning. Then reach the
Colosseum and be amazed by this monument that is the symbol of Rome in the world. The Amphitheater created to
entertain ancient Roman citizens with bloody shows of gladiators, animals and cruel games, is now one of the most
fascinating landmarks of the City. Then, walk on the original path of ancient Rome along the Via Sacra and see the
Temples of Vesta, Antonino and Faustina, the ancient Basilica Julia and Amelia and dream about the glorious past
of the Roman Empire. Unforgettable!

Vatican Museums

$75.00 per person

Take a tour of the Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel, jumping the lines! Admire the Gallery of Tapestries,
and the Geographical Maps. Maps, before arriving at the famous Sistine Chapel and the unforgettable Basilica. After
the Sistine Chapel you will be taken, through an exclusive access to St. Peter's Basilica, skipping long lines.

Capri Boat Experience

$125.00 per person

Discover the alluring island of Capri on a full-day boat tour departing from Sorrento. Cruise around the island to
soak up views of unique coastal formations like the Blue and Green Grottoes and the famed Faraglioni rocks, and
stop to swim or snorkel right off the boat. Go ashore for free time to explore Capri’s old town, where you can stroll
around Piazza Umberto I and wander ancient cobblestone streets. Highlights Small-group Capri boat tour from
Sorrento See the island's iconic grottoes, cliffs and rock formations on a cruise Swim or snorkel in the clear
Mediterranean waters Explore Capri's old town during leisure time.

Amalfi Coast Full day private tour

$200.00 per person

Private driver will pick you up and take you for to visit the towns of Amalfi, Ravello & Positano. Your driver will
stop in Positano at the end of the day and allow time for you to have dinner at the Restaurant Da Costantino

